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Abstract 
The flow of globalization, liberalization and the development of information technology must be anticipated by 
every law firm. Especially with the massive development of information technology where such condition is 
often referred to as the disruption era.  It means that the development of information technology in an industry 
has the potential to replace old players with new ones. In the disruption era, old physical technology will be 
replaced with digital technology that produces something that is completely new, more efficient and also more 
useful. In the management of law firm, there are at least two areas of innovation that must be developed: legal 
service and legal process. To realize an effective and efficient legal process there are two steps that can be taken, 
the development of Knowledge Management Systems and Knowledge Management Technology.In the 
perspective of the law firm business model in the era of disruption, in addition to developing legal processes in 
the form of Client Portal, Information System and Virtual Data Room, it is also necessary to develop electronic 
document and records management systems (“EDRMS”). The EDRMS development is also carried out to 
anticipate the application of Case Administration in the Electronic Court (e-Court) which was imposed based on 
the Republic of Indonesia Supreme Court Regulation No. 3 of 2018.  
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1. Introduction  
The flow of globalization, liberalization, and development of information technology has greatly influenced the 
shift in the legal profession. This is in line with Richard Susskind's opinion which stated “For many lawyers, 
therefore, it looks as if the party may soon be over.”5 The message conveyed in Susskind's statement was the 
dominance of large law firms that run conventional legal services will gradually be replaced by more efficient 
information technology-based law firms. Thus law firms must know how to anticipate the paradigm shift in 
information technology-based legal services.  
In the context of shifting business models, Rhenald Kasali used the term disruption, meaning as an 
innovation, which will replace the entire old system with new ways. Disruption itself was introduced by Clayton 
M. Cristensen who stated that “ The concept of disruption is about competitive response: it is not a theory of 
growth. It’s adjacent to growth. But it’s not about growth”. 6 Furthermore, Rhenald Kasali stated that disruption 
has the potential to replace old players with new ones. And disruption will also replace old physical technology 
with digital technology that produces something completely new and more efficient, also more useful.7 
In terms of consequences of the current disruption era, Rhenald Kasali explained at length that it was not 
just an ordinary change from the flow of information technology change, but had a broad impact on three things: 
First, disruption attacks almost all incumbents (old actors, leaders market), be it products or well-known 
companies, leading schools or universities, social organizations, political parties, or services that we are familiar 
with. Second, like a flood that seeks a way down the lower plains, disruption creates a new market that has been 
ignored by the incumbents, which are from the people who occupy the base of the pyramid. Thanks to the new 
middle class below, the market in the incumbent is empowered. However, when newcomers' goods or services 
that are considered to be of poor quality improve their services, even branded products (owned by incumbents) 
can turn into mere commodities and gradually the newcomers have the potential to erode the incumbent-
dominated market. No matter how strong the brand loyalty that the incumbent has built through conventional 
marketing strategies, the incumbent's position remains threatened. Third, disruption has the effect of deflation 
(falling prices) because searching costs and transaction costs are practically zero rupiah. Both types of costs are 
generally only known by the millennial generation thanks to the development of information and communication 
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technology. In addition, there is the movement of a sharing resource that is able to mobilize the use of consumer 
goods into productive economic activities.1 
The term disruption is also found in the legal profession which stated: “Lawyers are practicing in a market 
that is “on the verge of disruption” and “smart firm will take steps nows”.2 This means that lawyers or law firms 
must make changes or strategic steps when facing a disruption era and smart law firms, if they do not want to be 
left behind so they must start now. 
From the description above it can be seen how massive the shift in business models in the disruption era 
driven by the flow of globalization, liberalization and information and communication technology, so if the law 
firms do not want to be left behind, they must anticipate it. For this reason, in this article with the theme of the 
Shifting of the Law Firm Business Model in the Disruption Era, issues relating to the paradigm shift in legal 
services and development of law firm information systems will be discussed. 
 
2. Shifting Paradigm of the Legal Service 
The existence of a law firm as current legal service providers should try to anticipate the market demand or legal 
service users, which based on Susskind there are two ways to change it, such as: 
1. New methods, system, and processes will emerge to reduce the cost of undertaking routine legal work.  
2. The market will be for clients, in various ways to share the costs of legal services.3 
Also, Susskind predicted five types of law firms that will survive in the long run, there are: 
1. will be the “expert trusted adviser”  
2. category of lawyers for the future will be the “enhanced practitioners”. 
3. category of lawyers – the “legal knowledge engineer” 
4. will be the “legal risk manager” 
5. lawyers is the “legal hybrid”, the successful lawyers of the future, wherever they sit on my evolutionary 
path, will be increasingly multi-disciplinary.4 
To give a more comprehensive description related to that shifting, Richard Susskind used “Legal Paradigm” 
Terminology. “Legal Paradigm” is a revolution in law, after which many of the current features of contemporary 
legal systems which we now take for granted will be displaced by a new set of underlying premises and 
presuppositions. 5 To be more concrete, he said that shifting paradigm of the legal service or legal process will be 
range “From print base to IT-Based Legal Systems”. Which means, legal practice and administration of justice 
will no longer be dominated by print and paper in tomorrow’s legal paradigm. Instead, legal systems of the 
information society will evolve rapidly under the considerable influence of ever more powerful information 
technologies. 6 
The shifting process of legal service can be done by each law firm and initiated by a professional 
association. In some developed country the paradigm new business models for legal services are initiated by 
professional advocate association. For example in New Zealand, where the Bar association collaborate with the 
University of Otago prepare New Business Model for Legal Services through Working Group on Access to 
Justice.7 
The shift itself at least must be done in two steps of preparation of the change, the Knowledge Management 
Systems 8  and development of Knowledge Management Technology.9  The first step is drafting Knowledge 
Management Systems which is divided into some types, there are administrative data, declarative knowledge, 
procedural knowledge, and analytical knowledge.10 
Administrative data includes all of the nuts and bolts information about firm operations, such as hourly 
billing rates for lawyers, client names and matters, staff payroll data, and client invoice data.  Declarative 
knowledge, is knowledge of the law, the legal principles contained in statutes, court opinions and other sources 
of primary legal authority, law students spend most of their law school careers acquiring this kind of knowledge. 
Procedural Knowledge, “procedural” is knowledge of the mechanics of complying with the law's requirements in 
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a particular situation: what documents are necessary to transfer an asset from Company A to Company B, or 
what forms must be filed where to create a new corporation. Analytical knowledge is the conclusions reached 
about the course of action a particular client should follow in a particular situation. Analytical knowledge results 
from analyzing declarative knowledge (i.e. substantive law principles) as it applies to a particular fact setting. 
1But the drafting process of Knowledge Management Systems should consider the character and should adjust 
with the needs of each law firm.  
The next step that should be developed is Knowledge Management technology. Information technology is 
playing an important role in successful knowledge management initiatives. Information technology support for 
knowledge management is linked to stages of growth. A model of growth stages is proposed consisting of four 
stages. The first stage is end-user tools that a made available to knowledge workers, the second stage is 
information about who knows, the third stage is information from knowledge workers, and the final stage in 
information systems solving-knowledge problems.2 
 
3. Construction of the law firm information system 
A simple description regarding Information system development of law firm may be taken from the opinion of 
Granat and Kimbo. Based on Granat and kimbo, there are at least 3 (three) main points that should be prepared in 
legal service processes such as the construct of Web or Client Portal, Designing Information Architecture of Law 
Firm and Data Structure. Web Portal or Client Portal can be used as the main communication access between 
law firms with the clients. In the development of Client Portal should be completed with the Username and 
password to protect and guarantee the security of Interaction and communication in the legal service as the stated 
that: 
The web portal or client portal as one where client have access to the firm's lawyers, communications 
and documents related to their legal issues through a password protected and secure web space where 
both the attorney and client may interact, share a document, and use legal services.3 
Furthermore, Granat and Kimbo conveyed that client portal is used as the online communication mode because 
without the client portal, the communication between the law firm and client will be difficult. But the 
communication should also adhere to the professional of code ethics, client confidentiality and also law firm 
must eliminate conflict of interest as stated: 
Without a client portal web application, it is difficult or impossible for lawyers who offer a virtual 
practice option to their client to comply with the rule of professional conduct, client confidentiality, the 
lawyer/client relationship, and conflict of interest issues.4 
The next step is the development of information system application, but in the process of the development, the 
architecture of the information system that will be built should be formulated first. This is because the 
architecture of the information system will be used as the reference to build the business model. Even though 
practically there is no exact law firm business model, but there is some business model that can be adjusted with 
the needs of each law firm as described by Bridgate Toy-Cronin as stated: 
It is important to remember that no single model responds to all needs. Just as the current dominant 
model of hourly billing and full carriage of matters does not suit all clients needs, new business models 
will not be a one-size-fits-all.5 
Basically, in the information system application at least some features such as management practice and 
management document solution are available as described by Granat and Kimbo: 
Information architecture describes all software applications that a law firm use the build its business 
model. These applications include practice management and document management solutions, 
specialized software programs that can be used to enhance a practice area, document automation and 
web advisors used to enhance the client experience.6 
And lastly to save, compile. and seek and protect the client data, comprehending the data structure is essential to 
be done first, as described by Granat and Kimbo: 
A Law Practice can be viewed as a compilation of databases. Lawyers must keep client files, discovery 
documents, internal research memoranda, and financial record in separate databases. Its follows that 
lawyers should have a basic understanding of hoe database are constructed and of the difference between 
files and records.7 
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Referring to the description by Granat and Kimbo above, Budi hendarto et al, formulated an information system 
of legal service which should be developed to fulfill the needs of the law firm which at least there should be 
Client Portal, Information system and Virtual data Room as described that: 
1. Client portal, which functions as the mode of interaction between the lawyers with the client. In the 
client portal, it is served some information such as law firm profile, lawyer profile, legal service and 
information system of the legal service. 
2. Information system, developed as the medium of the virtual legal service similar to the client portal, we 
can say online, web-based, use PHP the programming language with Laravel as the framework chosen. 
The differences with the client portal are in this application the database, there is PostgreSQL with 
expectations that the feature inside the database able to fulfill the VLO needs that quite complex. 
3. Virtual Data Room (VDR) is the alternative of the client document storage which purpose to keep the 
confidentiality of the document, which the document that had been uploaded can only access by the one 
concerned only. The development of VDR to replace the tradition paper data room using internet access 
and login process using the user name and password, so the lawyer and team can access at the same 
time. VDR system advantage differ from the traditional data room are the transaction time, reduce 
expense and the lawyers can do the work together. To keep the security of the clients’ data build server 
that designed with the storage system that does not use Cloud-storage but Local Storage based. 1 
 
4. The Development of the Law Firm Information System 
The next step is the development step, which is the follow-up process from the constructing step of the law firm 
information system. In the development process, the step that can be done is the improvement effort as the 
attempt to complete the law firm information system. Generally, in the development of the new technology to 
improve the legal service of a law firm, there are some concepts, one of them is … “new technologies available 
include cloud computing, electronic document management systems, artificial intelligence, virtual law firms, 
online dispute resolution, electronic courts and electronic filling of the court document, use of social media and 
blockchain’.2 
The development effort after the Information technology construct which is very basic and needed is the 
development of the electronic document and records management systems (”EDRMS”). EDRMS is defined as 
“an automated software application designed to assist you with the creation, management, use, storage and 
disposal of information and records”.3 In the development steps of EDRMS there at least module client file and 
digital library as described that:  
a. Client files, as the important part of a law firm, it is different from the client file in the pre-digital era, or 
the era of lawyer mobility. In the era of lawyer mobility, the file of the client must be in the form of 
digital file that aims to reduce or eliminate some recurring problems with hard copy files.  The portability 
of digital files poses significant challenges to firms attempting to mitigate the effects of lawyer mobility.4 
b. Design of digital law libraries, which the law practice can be categorized with applied form. In carrying 
out applied legal research, a lawyer needs law research resources in the form of primary legal materials 
and secondary legal materials. Primary legal materials are legal materials which are authoritative. 5 
Secondary legal materials are consisting of laws, legal notes or minutes in laws and court decisions. The 
secondary legal materials are only publications of laws that are not legal documents like law textbooks, 
law dictionary, law journal, and comments about court decisions.6 
The developments of EDRMS, beside as the anticipation of the information technology development also as 
an effort to align with the regulation of the supreme court of the Republic of Indonesia No. 1 of 2009 on Case 
and Electronic Court Administration in Courts. Electronic Case Administration or e-court is a series of processes 
for receipt of claims/requests, answers, replicas, duplicates, and conclusions, management, delivery and storage 
of civil/religious/military administrative/state administrative documents using the electronic system applied in 
each judicial environment. The e-court application is expected to be able to improve services in its function of 
accepting online case registrations so that court services will save time and money when registering cases. The 
scope of e-court applications includes online case registration, advance payments of online fees, trial documents, 
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and electronic summons. As the final stage of the construction and development of a law firm information 
system, legal protection is needed through the registration of Intellectual Property Rights in the form of 
Copyright under Law No. 24 of 2014 on Copyright. The function of Copyright is to protect creations in the form 
of law firm information systems from competitors to create fair business competition.  
 
5. Closing 
The flow of globalization and liberalization, as well as the development of information technology, change the 
order of various types of business models called disruption, where the development of technology in an industry 
has the potential to replace old players with new ones. In the disruption era, old physical technology will be 
replaced with digital technology that produces something truly new and more efficient and also more useful. It 
must also be anticipated in the management of law firms, there are at least two areas of innovation that must be 
developed, namely legal service and legal process. To achieve this, two steps of change can be taken, there are 
Knowledge Management Systems and Knowledge Management Technology. 
In the business model perspective for law firms in the disruption era, information technology development 
is needed in the form of Client Portal, Information System, and Virtual Data Room. Furthermore, in smaller, 
technical sub-systems, it is necessary to develop electronic document and records management systems 
(“EDRMS”) which include client files and digital libraries. 
In the perspective of handling legal services in courts in Indonesia, the Republic of Indonesia Supreme 
Court Regulation No. 1 of 2019 on Case Administration and Trials in Electronic Courts has been enacted. 
Electronic Case Administration or e-court is a series of processes of receiving lawsuits/requests, answering, 
making replicas, duplicating, and making conclusions, managing, delivering and storing case documents using 
an electronic system that applies in each court environment. 
As the final stage of the construction and development of a law firm information system, legal protection is 
needed through the registration of Intellectual Property Rights in the form of Copyright under Law No. 24 of 
2014 on Copyright. The function of Copyright is to protect creations in the form of law firm information systems 
from competitors to create fair business competition.  
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